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ACROSS
1. Kicks under?
11. Nightwear
14. Tenacious
16. Baby seat
17. Do things to impress, say
18. Traval
19. Diner orders that are two eggs, hash browns, and a hamburger patty covered with chili and cheese
20. Sled part
22. Secretary of transportation Chao
23. Most just
24. Carp catcher
25. Gmail pop-up
26. Big name in hemorrhoid treatments
29. Mild oaths
30. Take the wrong way?
31. County in North Carolina
32. They hold the line
33. "Game of Thrones" star Headey
34. Nuptial footnote
35. Bonds
36. Draw back in fear
37. Found as the origin
39. Kevin Love, e.g., briefly
40. World Cup songs
41. Digital Trojan Horse, for one
44. Unfilled space
45. Marco Polo's home?
47. "Just throwing out there," briefly
48. Two-in-one mark
50. Leeds letter
51. "The Man Who Had Three Arms" playwright
52. Manaus-to-Recife dir.
53. Difficult situations

DOWN
1. NBA star Westbrook, for short
2. "This is too hard"
3. Prepare, as some trout
4. 2009 Time magazine Person of the Year
5. Closing words?
6. Sunday urging
7. [How lame]
8. Anthropomorphic tractor in children's stories
9. Langston Hughes Library architect
10. 5K participants
11. American workers
12. Green rock
13. Game room?
15. Take-off garb
21. Pro-bump stock grp.
23. Sucklings
25. Can you believe this?
26. Beguile
27. Tags on Facebook?
28. It can help you breeze through some levels
29. Muscles worked during an Arnold press
32. Colorful Mars candy piece
33. Bewitching
35. Barbecue offering
36. It can help you get a ride
38. "G.I. Joe: Retaliation" director
39. They may be picked out
41. Only Yankees manager who was born in New York City
42. Oil suppliers
43. Can you believe it?
45. Tarte Bourdaloue fruit
46. Notable periods
49. J.F.K.'s historic ___ Flight Center
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